THE  SPANISH  W\R
long obscured by mist and smoke, had disappeared, and
all was calm and quiet. The Red attack had been re-
pulsed. That night the Red wireless complacently
announced how far they had chased the Nationalists from
Talavera de la Reina and how many of their battalions
held the town There was cheering and rejoicing among
the Reds in Madrid, but there was cursing and confusion
among the Reds at Los Navalmorales, where the real
state of affairs was known.
Some days later I was allowed to view the battle-field.
Two hundred dead, I was told, had already been burnt or
buried, and yet bodies strewed the fields and the roads in
every direction.   There were two batteries of artillery
with wheels smashed and muzzles pointing skywards, there
were burnt and damaged lorries by the score.   Immense
craters showed where the bombs had fallen—here next to
a battery, there in a concentration of men.  The files of
men shot down by machine-gun fire were obviously trying
to reach their line of motor transport    The lorries were
trying in vain to turn when bombs fell among them    It
was a disaster.   From every sign it was evident that the
attacking force must have numbered some three thousand
men, while its total casualties in dead and wounded must
have accounted for at least one half that force    So terror-
stricken were the Reds that, I was told, they evacuated
Los Navalmorales that afternoon and fled some twenty
miles farther south, fearing they might be followed up by
a light mobile Nationalist column.   The latter, however,
who had no orders for pushing far south of the Tagus,
contented   themselves   with   holding   the   heights   and
digging during the next few days a line of trenches to
prevent any future danger of a surprise assault.
For weeks afterwards it was arranged that troops resting
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